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LESSONS ON PREDESTINATION #6

“The Foreknowledge of God”

(Scriptures from NKJV)

NOTE: Much of the text herein is quoted directly or paraphrased from the

book, The Reformed Doctrine of Predestination by Lorraine Boettner.

This will be the sixth lesson in the series on Predestination, and the title of the lesson this

morning is “The Foreknowledge of God.”  What do we mean by the foreknowledge of God,

and how does that relate to our topic of Predestination?  In the previous lessons we have

given an “Introduction and a Brief History” of our topic in lesson number one.  In the

second lesson, we defined what we mean by Predestination.  The third lesson was “God

Has a Plan.”  In the fourth lesson we looked at “The Scope of God’s Plan.”  Then in the

Fifth lesson we looked at the subject of “The Providence of God.”  Today we move to “The

Foreknowledge of God.”  

We are depending heavily upon Lorraine Boettner and his marvelous work on The

Reformed Doctrine of Predestination, mixing that with some other scholars, and then

trying to weave in some of our own understanding as well.  Up front, what do we mean by

foreknowledge?  Let us begin by looking at that word in two sections.  First the word,

“knowledge” means the acquiring or the understanding of certain facts and events.  I will

repeat that.  By knowledge we mean the acquaintance or perception of certain facts and

events.  Secondly, when we put the prefix, “fore” in front of the word knowledge, it

means “beforehand” or “prior to.”  So when we speak of foreknowledge, we are speaking

of the ability to know something in advance before it is going to happen.  It is important

that we grasp that concept at the beginning.  Only God has true foreknowledge.  The rest

of us make our plans, and then we look forward in knowledge in carrying out those plans. 

However, many of our plans fail, and we have to constantly re-evaluate and change them. 

Therefore, it is important to consider how this topic of foreknowledge enters into the

picture of Predestination.  

The opponents of Predestination, primarily those of the Arminian persuasion or the Semi-

Pelagian view of theology, are opposed to the doctrine of Predestination on the grounds

that it makes things certain, and if things are certain, it ruins the possibility of having any

moral standards, and that no one would be accountable for anything, if everything is

already rendered certain.  They make such statements as “This would only make man a

robot, and therefore, what is the use - it is fatalism.”  So, in order to avoid foreordination

or Predestination, they play much upon the word, “foreknowledge.”  When it comes to

election, they emphasize that man is elected according to the foreknowledge of God.  So

by their understanding, this means that God “foresees” that some men will repent and

believe and some will not, and on the basis of God’s foreknowledge of that event, He then

chooses them to be the group that comprises the elect.  They feel that this gets them
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away from the idea of certainty, that there is still flexibility in rejecting Predestination or

foreordination and replacing it with foreknowledge, meaning that God just foresees what

is going to happen and then He reacts to that.  Keeping that in mind, lets see what the

reformed or Biblical view of foreknowledge is, and see how the Arminian or free-will view

has as many problems with foreknowledge as it has with foreordination.  

The Arminian objection against foreordination or Predestination bears equal force against

the foreknowledge of God.  That is, they do not escape any problem with this matter of

certainty.  What God foreknows must, in the very nature of the case, be as fixed and

certain as if it was foreordained.  I will interject something into the sentence structure

here.  If God foresaw that it was certain that I would believe, and He elected me on that

premise, then it was certain before I was ever created.  Do you see that the free-will

position doesn’t escape the problem it is trying to avoid regarding Predestination by

replacing it with foreknowledge?  You cannot have something that you know is going to

happen in advance unless it is certain that it is going to happen in advance.  Do we all

understand that?  If foreordination is inconsistent with the free agency of man, the

concept of foreknowledge is also.  Foreordination renders the events certain, while

foreknowledge presupposes that they are certain.

Now if future events are foreknown to God, they cannot by any possibility take a turn

contrary to His knowledge.  If God sees something, it is certain, and nothing is going to

change that.  If the course of future events is foreknown, history will follow that course as

definitely as a locomotive follows the rails from one town to another.  The Arminian or

freewill doctrine, in rejecting foreordination or Predestination, rejects the theistic basis for

foreknowledge.  Common sense tells us that no event can be foreknown unless by some

means, either physical or mental, it has been predetermined.  Our choice as to what

determines the certainty of future events narrows down to two alternatives – the

foreordination or Predestination of the wise and merciful heavenly Father, or the working

of blind, physical fate.  That is the summation -- the only two options we have in this

world that we live in.  Either everything has been preordained by an all-wise heavenly

Father, or else it is taking place by a blind fate.  

I think I will interject an illustration here to show the inconsistencies with those who deny

Predestination.  It’s a personal illustration, I don’t think my wife will object to me using it. 

We were acquainted with a couple who had a little boy about four years old who died of

leukemia.  It touched us greatly and made a real impression upon us because we were in

the hospital and watched his little limbs and his face become swollen.  That is the first

time we had ever experienced that.  When he died, Carolyn’s mother made a comment

that “Well, the Lord took him.”  She acknowledged that, but she said the reason that the
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Lord took him was that he might have grown up reaching the age of accountability,

having never trusted in Christ.  Do you see how this thing gets emotional?  Does anyone

see the flaw with that reasoning?  The flaw is that if God foresaw that the little boy would

reject Christ later in life, and He took him when he was a younger person before he

reached the supposed age of accountability, if God did it for that little boy, why wouldn’t

he take all babies so that none of them would reach that period?  In fact, why would He

just not create anybody?  Then nobody would perish that way.  Wouldn’t God know that

when He has created a person in the womb, He knows where the destiny of that person is

going to be?  Then why wouldn’t God just refuse to not create anyone?  You can’t make

an exception of one little boy on the basis of emotion without opening up the door, and

falling down into the mud so to speak.  Your answer doesn’t solve the problem, it only

presents a greater problem.  This is nearly always the case with those who end up trying

to deny the Biblical doctrine of Predestination or foreordination.  For every objection that

they raise, there are five or six that they have to try to solve in return.  

While not as evangelical as the Arminians, the Socinians and Unitarians, are at this point

more consistent; for after rejecting the foreordination of God, they also deny that God

CAN foreknow the acts of free agents.  

These individuals not only deny foreordination, they deny foreknowledge.  Why do they do

so?  They hold that in the very nature of the case, it cannot be known how the person will

act until the time comes and the choice is made.  In their writings they see that if they

acknowledge foreknowledge, the Calvinistic system has validity which cannot be rejected.

Their view is that nobody, including God, knows what is going to happen until it happens

or after it happens.  This reduces the prophecies of Scripture to just guesses at best, and

destroys the historic Christian view of the inspiration of the Scriptures.  This view of the

Socinians and Unitarians has never been held by any recognized Christian church.  Some

of the Socinians and Unitarians have been bold enough and honest enough to

acknowledge that the reason which led them to deny God’s certain foreknowledge of the

future events of men, is that if this be admitted it would be impossible to disprove the

Calvinistic doctrine of Predestination.  

You can find that in their writings.  They hold that they must not only deny

Predestination, but they must also deny foreknowledge, because both render things

certain.  

Many Arminians have felt the force of this argument, and while they have not followed the

Socinians and Unitarians in denying God’s foreknowledge, they have made it plain that

they would very willingly deny it if they could, or dared.  Some have spoken disparagingly

of the doctrine of foreknowledge and have intimated that, in their opinion, it was not of

much importance whether one believed it or not.  Some have gone so far as to tell us
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plainly that men had better reject foreknowledge than admit Predestination.  Do you see

why that in the typical church out here that doesn’t have a confession of faith and doesn’t

go by a set of doctrines, these subjects are hardly ever discussed.  They say, “Well, lets

just love our neighbors and send out food baskets.  That is what Christianity is all about.” 

These good deeds are involved in Christianity, but that is not the essence of Christianity. 

Others have suggested that God may voluntarily neglect to know some of the acts of men

in order to leave them free.  That is, God chooses not to know in order that man might be

free.  But this, of course, destroys the omniscience of God.  Still others have suggested

that God’s omniscience may imply only that He CAN know all things if He chooses, but He

chooses not to know all things in order to allow things to be uncertain so that men can

choose or reject.  Do you see what they have got a hold of, it is like a bulldog getting a

hold of a bulls nose, “We are not letting go of freewill -- we are going to hold onto that at

all costs.”  This is the same as implying that His omnipotence means that He can do all

things, if He chooses.  But the comparison will not hold, for these certain acts are not

merely possibilities but realities, although yet future; and to ascribe ignorance to God

concerning these is to deny Him the attribute of omniscience.  This explanation would

give us the absurdity of an omniscience that is not omniscient.

When the Arminian, or the freewill believer, is confronted with the argument from the

foreknowledge of God, he has to admit the certainty or fixity of future events.  Yet when

dealing with the problem of free agency he wishes to maintain that the acts of free agents

are uncertain and  ultimately dependent on the choice of the person, which is plainly an

inconsistent position.  You can’t have it both ways.  A view which holds that the free acts

of men are uncertain, sacrifices the sovereignty of God in order to preserve the freedom

of men.

Furthermore, if the acts of free agents are in themselves uncertain, God must then wait

until the event has occurred before making His plans.  Can you visualize the crucifixion of

Christ in that scenario?  That God had to wait to see if Jesus would actually die on the

cross before He made His plan for Him to die on the cross?   In trying to convert a soul,

then God would be conceived of as working in the same manner that Napoleon is said to

have gone into battle – with three or four plans in mind, so that if the first failed, he could

fall back upon the second, and if that failed, then the third, and so on, – a view which is

altogether inconsistent with a true view of God’s nature.  God then would be ignorant of

much of the future and would daily be gaining vast stores of knowledge.  Does that

concept sink in?  That God has chosen not to know the future until after it happens, and

that God is daily gaining huge resources of information which He didn’t know before.  In

that case, His government of the world would be very uncertain and changeable as it

would be dependent on the unforeseen conduct of men.
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To deny God the perfections of foreknowledge and immutability is to represent Him as a

disappointed and unhappy being who is often checkmated and defeated by His creatures. 

I had a professor in Bible college for whom I had high respect.  He was a very honest

man, and he was dealing with the topic of how limited atonement was not a Biblical

doctrine, but that Christ died equally for all men to provide a possibility for all men to be

saved.  Then he said, “If that is not what the Scripture teaches, then please tell me what

it does teach.”  Then he goes on to make his conclusion regarding that.  He says: 

I say this, that God wants every human being to come to the knowledge of

Christ and be saved.  And I say this with every nerve in my body tense and

my feet shaking, God did all He could do to keep people out of hell, but He

failed.  

Does that shock you?  However, that man was being honest in working out the

consistency of his theology.  If you hold to the Arminian position, at the end of the day,

you must come up with the fact that God did everything He could do, but because some

perish, He didn’t get it done successfully.  That is where you are driven.  But who can

really believe that in the presence of man, the Great Jehovah must sit waiting and

inquiring as to what is going to happen saying, “What will man do?”  Yet unless

Arminianism denies the foreknowledge of God, it stands defenseless before the logical

consistency of Calvinism;  for foreknowledge implies certainty and certainty implies

foreordination or Predestination.

Speaking through the prophet Isaiah the Lord said: “I am God, and there is none like

me; declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times things that are

not yet done; saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my pleasure,”  Isaiah

46:10.  Does that not sound like God knows the future, and that He knows it because His

counsel, His purpose has been settled.  Psalm 139:2 - “You understand my thoughts

afar off,” said David.  Acts 15:8 - He “knows the heart.”   Hebrews 4:13 - “There is

no creature that is not manifest in His sight; but all things are naked and laid

open before the eyes of Him with whom we have to do.”    Are those not sufficient

scriptures to establish that God does foreknow the future?  

Much of the difficulty in regard to the doctrine of Predestination is due to the finite

character of our minds, which can grasp only a few details at a time, and which

understand only a part of the relationship between those details.  We are creatures of

time, and often fail to take into consideration the fact that God is not limited as we are. 

That which appears to us as “past,” “present,” and “future,” is all “present” to His eternal

mind.  It is an eternal “now.”  He is “the high and lofty One that inhabits eternity.” 

(Isaiah 57:15).  Psalm 90:4 - “A thousands years in thy sight are but as yesterday
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when it is past, And as a watch in the night.”    Thus the events which we see coming

to pass in time are only the events which He appointed and set before Him from eternity. 

Time is a property of the finite creation and is objective to God.  He is above it, and He

sees it, but He is not conditioned by it.  He is also independent of space, which is another

property of the finite creation.  Just as God sees at one glance a road leading from New

York to San Francisco, while we see only a small portion of it as we pass over it, so He

sees all events in history, past, present, and future at one glance.  Does that not make

you want to bow down and worship a God like that?  He is an unlimited God.  When we

realize that the complete process of history is before Him as an eternal “now,” and that

He is the Creator of all finite existence, the doctrine of Predestination at least becomes an

easier doctrine.

In the eternal ages, prior to the creation, there could not have been any certainty as to

future events unless God had formed a decree in regard to them.  Events pass from the

category of things that may or may not be, to things that shall certainly be, or from

possibility to certainty, only when God passes a decree to that effect.  It is not that things

are possible, because we read in the scripture, “All things are possible with God.” 

(Matthew 19:23).  So it is not that God set out on a plan that left open many possibilities,

but He rendered that plan certain and He did it in eternity before there was any creation. 

The only way in which any object can by any possibility have passed from God’s vision of

the possible into His foreknowledge of the actual, is by His purposing to bring it to pass

Himself.  God takes things out of the realm of possibility and puts them into the realm of

certainty because he purposes it.  Dr. A. H. Strong, President of Rochester Theological

Seminary, says this: 

In eternity there could have been no cause of the future existence of the

universe, outside of God Himself, since no being existed but God Himself. 

In eternity God foresaw that the creation of the world and the institution of

its laws would make certain its actual history even to the most insignificant

details.  But God decreed to create and to institute these laws.  In so

decreeing He necessarily decreed all that was to come.  In essence, God

foresaw the future events of the universe as certain, because He had

decreed to create them; but this determination to create involved also a

determination of all the actual results of the creation.  Or, in other words,

God decreed the results.  

The moment that God decreed to create, at the same moment He also decreed to bring to

pass all the results of the creation.  That is why that the doctrine of election, in the

reformed doctrine of Predestination, which we have not yet covered, is a mysterious and

yet a humbling doctrine. Before I was born, it was certain that I would inherit eternal life

through Jesus Christ, my Lord. That doctrine makes the hair come up on the back of the

Arminian’s neck as if they had seen a snake, when you talk about certainty before one is
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born.  Because that also implies that if it was certain that all of the elect would come to

the knowledge of Christ, a large number of the human race would never come to Christ

and would not be saved.  We must adopt both doctrines.  We must not only adopt the

doctrine of election, but we must also imbibe the doctrine of reprobation, which is the

passing over of others and leaving them to destruction.  The very fact that God decreed to

create, means that He placed all things that the creation would bring to pass and its

results and render them certain.  

It is important for us to understand that foreknowledge must not be confused with

foreordination.  Foreknowledge presupposes foreordination, but it is not foreordination

itself.  Sometimes I have heard ministers make that mistake.  The actions of free agents

do not take place because they are foreseen, but they are foreseen because they are

certain to take place.  Keep these two things in mind - foreordination - purpose and

foreknowledge.  Hence, Dr. Strong says: “Logically, though not chronologically, the

decree comes before foreknowledge.”  Let me illustrate.  I am going to do something, and

I will step away from the microphone for a moment.  When I say, “I know what I will do,”

it is evident that I have determined already what I am going to do.  I determined just

then that I was going to walk to the other side of the room and then come back.  I could

foresee me doing that, but my determination had to precede my foresight or

foreknowledge.  It is not that I just said, “Hey, there goes Jim.  How about that?  I think I

will include that in my purpose.”  No, I purposed, therefore I could foresee my actions. 

Foreordination or Predestination precedes God’s foresight, and God foresees all things

because He has determined all things beforehand.  God’s foreknowledge is complete.  He

knows the destiny of every person, not merely before the person has made his choice in

this life, but from eternity.  Since He knows their destiny before they are created and then

proceeds to create, it is plain that the saved and the lost alike fulfill His plan for them. 

Are you still with me?  The moment God creates, He foreknows the destiny, and it is

certain.  So, if He did not plan that any particular one should be lost, He could have at

least refrained from creating them.  

Now when I speak like this in the presence of ministers of a another persuasion, they say,

“Oh well, you Calvinists just rely on logic and like to reason.  We just go by the Bible.”  I

think I told you about sitting in the back seat on a trip with two preachers.  One was a

Calvinist, the other was an Arminian, and I was in the middle.  They were talking, and I

said, “Let me read a text of scripture.”  The Arminian knew that I was a Calvinist.  I said,

“All that the Father giveth me, shall come to me.”  (John 6:37). I just read it without

comment except for asking, “What do you think of that?”  The Arminian said, “I believe

that, but not the way you read it.”  Then I have had others say about Ephesians chapter

one, “Chosen in Christ before the foundation of the world.”    They say, “I know that
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is what the Bible says, but it is not what the Bible means.”  Now I ask you, is God

illogical?  Is the all-wise God setting forth things when He doesn’t know Himself what the

outcome is going to be?  This is what is controlling American Christianity today.  The

doctrine of election it is not popular.  It never has been and never will be, but particularly

in this generation in which man’s freedoms are emphasized on every hand.  Freedom of

this and that, and our culture with all of its different varieties, is attempting to overthrow

God and remove Him from the throne.  However, Psalm 2 says “Our God sits in the

heavens and laughs.”  (Psalm 2:4).  God says, “Little old puny creatures think that they

can frustrate My plans that I have set forth.”  

When I was in Bible college, the Vice President of the school was lamenting the fact that

when nearly every one of the freshmen preachers enrolled, they were all Arminians.  It is

an Arminian school.  Nearly all the professors with the exception of one or two made it a

regular point to interject objections to Predestination and God’s sovereignty, but the Vice

President made this statement in chapel one day.  He said,

I don’t know what is happening in our school, of where all these Calvinists

come from.  Because they come here as Arminians, and that is what we

hold to, and yet they are continually changing and becoming Calvinists. 

What burdens me the most, it is our most brilliant students.   

That says a lot doesn’t it?  What is happening?  Men are becoming informed and

confronted with Biblical texts, logic and reason that they must deal with.  When they try

to deal with it, they see that for every step they take forward, they get pushed back two

or three steps with problems that they raise for themselves.  Thus, we conclude that the

Christian doctrine of the foreknowledge of God proves also His Predestination.  Since

these events are foreknown, they are fixed and settled things, and nothing can have fixed

and settled them except the good pleasure of God – the Great First Cause – freely and

unchangeably foreordaining whatever comes to pass.  The whole difficulty lies in the acts

of free agents being certain; yet certainty is required for foreknowledge as well as

foreordination.  The Arminian arguments, if valid, would disprove both foreknowledge and

foreordination, and thus the Pelagian or the Socinian systems of theology say, “Come and

join us.  This is why we are not Calvinists and we are not of those who hold to

foreknowledge either, because if you hold to foreknowledge, you will ultimately have to

give the case to the Calvinists.  Since the Arminian view of foreknowledge proves too

much, we conclude that they prove nothing at all.”  

I will stop there today and let you give some input or questions.  I stated at the start of

our lesson, that we would explain the system first, and then start taking the objections

that are made against it later on.  I am doing that to show that when the average person
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hears the word Predestination, they immediately have objections whether they know it is

in the Bible or not.  They start presenting the same objections that have been used down

through the centuries.  There is nothing new under the sun.  But we are not going to

allow objections to come up until the position is clarified.  At that time we will allow

opponents to list objections, and then we will give a rebuttal to each objection.  

Now, do you have any clarifications, observations, or comments?

Frankie: People say they believe the Bible, but when a Scripture is presented to them,

they object to it.  

Jim: In this room there are few if any of you who have actually confronted a pure

Pelagian or a Socinian who will admit that they don’t believe all the Bible.  Most of the

people who you have confronted have been Arminians.  That is the circles in which we live

in.  But what you have just said, Frankie, is what the Socinian, or the pure liberal says --

“Now you need to come to our church.  We don’t believe all the Bible, we just believe

portions of it.  We don’t say we believe it and then deny portions of it like the Arminians

do, and we refuse on all grounds to believe in Predestination like the Calvinists do, so lets

just call ourselves Christians and have a nice little club.”  

Jim Gunn: Well I had an experience that I have told you about before, but I was teaching

a Bible study at our workplace, and after a particular study, a man came to my office.  He

said, “Jim, I have taught Sunday School for fourteen years in my church and every now

and then Predestination comes up but nobody believes it.”  I said, “Well, let me give you

some Scriptures, you study them, and then talk to me later.”  About a week later he came

back to me and said, “Jim, it is everywhere in the Bible.”  Here is another example in the

matter of a person’s mind being receptive to the Scriptures, or making up their mind

ahead of time.  I had a preacher friend who was speaking with a lady one time, and she

said, “I know the Bible says ‘so and so’ but . . .”  He said “STOP! Whatever you say after

the word “but” is going to be wrong.”  

Jim: I am going to give an illustration as we close here.  There is sort of a classic cliche

that is used among Arminian preachers who are not really scholars.  When they preach,

they attempt to explain Predestination and election.  I don’t know how many times I have

run into this saying: “The devil voted against me, God voted for me, and I cast the

deciding vote.”  My reply to that is “Wait a minute, there are two things wrong with that

statement.  Number one, the devil is not a registered voter in this election, and number

two, you weren’t old enough to vote when the election was held.”   
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